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INVESTIGATOR CONDUCTS
RESEARCH IN ANTARCTIC
By Dorothy Thurston
U t Information Services
MISSOULA—
Measuring melt waters in Antarctica nrobably wouldn't be an iceman's dream, but
trips to the barren Anvers Island vicinity near the South Pole region by Rudolf A.
Honkala have offered the scientist opportunities to learn how much ice loss is occurring
there.
Honkala, a principal investigator for the National Science Foundation (NSF) and
the University of Montana Foundation, received a $23,900 grant from the NSF and the
Foundation to conduct research at Palmer Station, Anvers Island, Antarctica, during the
recently completed 1969-70 summer in the South Pole area.
The grant, administered by UM, provided salaries, travel, subsistence and supplies
for Honkala and another Missoula man, Jay !■/. Pinney, an aerial photographer.

Both men

recently completed a stay of more than two months in the Antarctica.
Honkala's ice-loss study was concentrated on about 2S0 miles of Antarctica perimeter.
The Antarctica Continent, an area about the size of the U.S., is covered by a vast ice
sheet over a 5-million-square-mile area.
The area under investigation is about 800 miles south of Cape Horn, South America.
This was Honkala's fourth trip to the South Pole region since 1956.

Other expeditions

have taken him to the Arctic and Alaska.
During 1967-68, he was principal investigator for the Institute of Polar Studies
at Ohio State University during the glaciological-meteorological expedition on an island
700 miles south of Cape Horn.
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He also served as scientific leader for the NSF at Palmer Station.
most recent trip to the Antarctic region, Honkala applied monitoring controls
to streams located in the study area.

The profile of ice also was to be examined as ice

caps approached the coast.
Polar ice caps are advancing or retreating, depending on their locations,"
Honkala said.
loss m

Along with "calving" off or breaking off of icebergs into the sea, ice

general is a major factor in nolar continent adjustment, he said.

Honkala said his interest in ice melts has been heightened "by incidental work of
glaciologists on the total 'ice budget' of the Antarctic area" and by his own observation
of large streams during previous Antarctic summers.
"Marine life in the Antarctic waters is the richest in the world," said Honkala,
largely because of the large volume of mineral materials deposited into the sea by
melt-water streams.
"It is important to study these waters and how they can be enriched because the
polar area may eventually be useful as a source of food supplies," he added.
Honkala, 46, received his bachelor's degree at the University of New Hampshire,
Durham, in 1946 and his master's degree from UM in 1966.

Besides research in the

Antarctic, Arctic and Alaska, he has conducted cold weather studies on Mount Washington,
N.H., and near Australia.

Interim work has been with the U.S. Weather Bureau and with the

Northern Forest Fire Laboratory, Missoula.
Honkala s wife, Barbara, is a biological technician at the U.S. Forestry Science
Laboratory at
Douglas.

UM.

The couple has four teen-age children-Willie, Vikki, Kristina and

Honkala, a native of Salisbury, N ^ ,

is a brother of Dr. Fred S. Honkala, UM

geology professor and Graduate School dean who is on leave during the 1969-70 academic
year.

